
 

Racketball Handicap Cup 2020 
The rules are as follows: 

1. The black ball must be used in all matches. However if you are a player with a 
zero or + handicap then you can opt to use the blue ball. This is the choice of 
the higher (plus handicap) player. 

2. Either player can arrange games, please do not think it is the other players 
responsibility. However if it is not played by the due date the organiser will 
decide the winner by the toss of a coin. 

3. All matches are the best of 3 games. All games are to be played to 15 using 
American scoring (a point every rally). If the score reaches 14-all then the game 
is decided by a single point shoot out (not 2 clear points). Your handicap ranking 
is based on historic performances and league rankings. If both players are with 
a minus handicap then both rankings are moved down towards zero. If both 
players are with a plus handicap then both rankings are moved up towards zero 
(EG: -10 v -8 would = -2 v 0, +3 v +5 = 0 v +2. A minus handicap v a plus handicap 
stays the same) 

4. Continuation of an unfinished match must recommence at the scores at the end 
of the first session. 

5. If you lose your first match (regardless of which round) then you will be entered 
into The Handicap Plate Competition, for those in the First Round you will be 
entered in the Plate if you lose your first or second match. You must play a 
match in the Handicap Competition to be eligible to be entered into The Plate 
Competition. 
 

6. Once your match is concluded please write the winners name into the next 
round on the Tournament Grid and arrange your next match. 
 

7. It is obligatory to enjoy your matches and have fun. 
 
8. The organiser’s decision is final. 

Any questions or issues, please contact Neil Blake (07973491126) 
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